Introduction timing of principal cells and interneurons and their relationship to the extracellular field. Finally, various theoretOscillations in cortical structures are believed to provide temporal windows that bind coherently cooperating ical models postulate conflicting requirements for interregional synchronization (Lisman, 1998; Rolls, 1996) . neuronal assemblies for the representation, processing, storage, and retrieval of information (cf. Leung, 1992;  can assist in the interpretation of currents, i.e., whether Solté sz and Dé schenes, 1993; Hirai et al., 1999) are not they are induced by coherent afferent activity and/or known. In vivo, they have been described in the dentate intrinsic membrane properties or reflect passive, "return" currents. In the present studies, local field potentials (i.e., voltage changes) were recorded simultaneously from 96 *Correspondence: buzsaki@axon.rutgers.edu sites in 6 freely moving rats. The 2-dimensional arrangetween gamma currents was measured directly or estimated indirectly from the relative phase differences ment of the recording sites in the frontal plane allowed for the monitoring of field potentials in the major hippobetween regions using frequency domain analysis. The relative timing of currents and unit activity was refercampal regions (Figure 1 ). The location of each recording position was determined by the evoked potentials in enced to gamma waves recorded in the CA1 pyramidal layer, unless noted otherwise. Group data were calcuresponse to stimulation of the perforant path and commissural inputs combined with histological verification lated from sessions of 10-15 min during sleep, waking immobility, and walking. of probe tracks (Bragin et al., 1995) . The recorded voltages were converted to current-source densities (CSD) to eliminate volume conduction of the voltage fields in Distribution of Gamma Currents in the Dentate-CA3-CA1 Regions the extracellular medium. Because the distance between the recording sites of the probe (100 m) could We first addressed the amplitude and phase relationships of gamma waves in the dentate gyrus, CA3, and not reliably separate individual neurons (Gray et al., 1995; Harris et al., 2000) , the relationship between CA1 regions of the hippocampus. Two short gamma oscillation episodes (1 Hz-5 kHz), recorded during REM gamma field and unit activity was examined in an additional six rats using independently movable wire tetsleep, are illustrated in Figure 1 . For determining the regional distribution of gamma oscillation-associated rodes (Csicsvari et al., 2001 ). The time relationship be-currents, the field (voltage) traces were first filtered behaviors (p Ͻ 0.01; paired t test). When gamma CSD rather than the voltage was used for comparison, the (30-80 Hz), and the peaks of the filtered gamma waves (threshold Ͼ 2 SD from baseline mean), recorded from state-dependence of gamma power varied differentially in the different regions. On average, no significant differeither the CA1 pyramidal layer or the granule cell (GC) layer (reference sites), were used to construct gamma ences in gamma CSD power between nontheta and theta epochs were observed in the CA1 strata pyramicycle averages. The mean voltage traces were then used to construct one-dimensional CSD maps for each shank. dale (n ϭ 63 sites) and radiatum (n ϭ 73) or CA3 strata pyramidale (n ϭ 96) and radiatum (n ϭ 74; for all tests, The average wavelengths of the gamma waves were similar in the two regions (CA1: 18.8 Ϯ 0.11 ms; GC: p Ͼ 0.4; paired t tests), but gamma currents were significantly larger (22.6%) during theta versus nontheta ep-18.9 Ϯ 0.21; p Ͼ 0.3; i.e., approximately 53 Hz; n ϭ 6 rats). Gamma waves showed a phase reversal at the ochs in the GC layer (p Ͻ 0.01; n ϭ 134). These findings indicate that the presence of theta oscillation is not border of strata radiatum and pyramidale in both CA1 and CA3 regions, associated with current sources (red a prerequisite for gamma oscillation, although gamma power is enhanced in the dentate gyrus during theta in CSD maps) in the pyramidal layer flanked by a larger sink (blue) in stratum radiatum and a smaller one in behavioral states. In addition, these findings further support the two-gamma generator hypothesis. stratum oriens/alveus. The current source maximum preceded the positive peak of the local field (voltage) During theta epochs, the magnitude of gamma power varied as a function of the theta cycle in all regions. In by 0.73 Ϯ 0.09 ms in the CA1 pyramidal layer (n ϭ 21 sites in 6 rats). The source maximum in the CA3 pyramithe absence of theta, gamma epochs varied relatively irregularly, with no or low amplitude gamma currents dal layer occurred 1.36 Ϯ 0.15 ms earlier than in the CA1 pyramidal layer (n ϭ 96 pairs in 6 rats). The current alternating with "bursts" of gamma epochs that were considerably larger in amplitude than during theta. The source in the GC layer, associated with the CA1 reference gamma waves, was relatively small ( Figure 1A) . In difference in gamma oscillation dynamics in the two states is indicated quantitatively by the significantly contrast, when the GC layer was used as the reference, gamma waves reversed across the GC layer associated larger coefficient of variation of gamma power during nontheta ( Figure 2E ). When the dentate GC layer ated similarly within the CA1 region ( Figure 3B ; r ϭ 0.57 Ϯ was chosen as the reference site, coherent signals 0.02; n ϭ 140 CA1 pairs in 6 rats). Gamma power fluctua-(Ͼ0.3) were observed within the dentate gyrus and betion in the CA1 region also strongly correlated with tween the granule cell layer and stratum lacunosumpower in CA3c (r ϭ 0.44 Ϯ 0.02; n ϭ 102) and progresmoleculare ( Figures 2B and 2D) . Current signals resively less so with CA3b (r ϭ 0.37 Ϯ 0.02; n ϭ 30) and corded in the GC and molecular layers were phase reCA3a (0.33 Ϯ 0.02; n ϭ 57) regions. All these correlations versed ( Figure 2F ). Gamma coherence between dentate were significant (for all tests, p Ͻ 0.001). The least, but gyrus and CA1 layers was lowest (Ͻ0.1), with somewhat nevertheless still significant, correlation of power was larger values between current signals in dentate gyrus observed between CA1 and the GC layers (r ϭ 0.24 Ϯ and CA3. These findings suggest that at least two 0.01, p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 161). Coherence changes of gamma gamma current generators reside in the hippocampal currents (gray traces in Figure 3A ) in different regions formation, one in the dentate gyrus and another one in faithfully reflected the changes in power correlations. the CA3-CA1 regions. They also indicate that gamma In addition to calculating correlations, a multilinear coherence does not simply decrease with distance (Bulregression method was used to examine how well multilock and McClune, 1989), but that the connectivity beple sites in the CA3 pyramidal layer or GC layer predict tween the recording sites plays an important role. the time-varying power changes in the CA1 region. A cross-validation method was used in these calculations. The regression equation was calculated for the first part Gamma Oscillations during Theta and Nontheta Epochs of the recording session, and the correlation coefficient ("prediction") was calculated for the second half. The In agreement with previous reports (Buzsá ki et al., 1983; Leung, 1992, 1998), the power of field gamma oscillation accuracy of prediction for a given CA1 site increased with the number of CA3 sites (n ϭ 1 to 6; Figure 3C ). in the CA1 region was larger during theta-associated CSD, and field recordings are subject to volume-conducted contamination. Data from the probe recordings To gain further insight into the coupling mechanism of the two hypothesized gamma oscillators, gamma curindicated that only large amplitude gamma waves (Ͼ5SD above the mean; 2% of all epochs), recorded rent epochs with high (Ͼ0.2; such as that shown in Figures 4A and 4B) and low (Ͻ0.05) CA1-GC coherence from the GC layer, contributed to the Ͼ2 SD gamma waves in the CA1 pyramidal layer. Therefore, for all unitvalues were grouped separately. Gamma power was significantly larger in both CA1 and GC layer sites during field analyses, only gamma epochs (filtered: 30-80 Hz) with Ͼ2SD above the mean, recorded from the CA1 epochs of high coherence relative to epochs of low coherence (for all tests, p Ͻ 0.001; t tests), indicating pyramidal layer, were included (trough ϭ 0Њ reference). Two approaches were used to relate unit discharges that simultaneous increase of power in the two oscillators does not arise from the random coincidence of to the phase of the gamma cycle. First, the discharge probability as a function of phase was calculated for the two rhythms. Furthermore, we found that the phase difference between CA1 and GC current signals deeach neuron, and the derived phase histograms were averaged across neurons ( Figure 5A ). Second, the signifpended on the magnitude of coherence (as illustrated for a single animal in Figure 4C ). During epochs of high icance of phase-locking to gamma waves was tested in every cell (Rayleigh test, p Ͻ 0.05), and the circular mean (Ͼ0.2) coherence, the average phase difference between CA1 and GC current signals was significantly difphases of the significantly modulated neurons were gamma waves recorded from the CA1 pyramidal layer and discharged earlier than CA3 and CA1 interneurons ( Figures 5A and 5B) .
We also examined the spatial coherence of unit firing during gamma oscillation. Gamma phase locking of CA1 neurons was examined separately in relation to field recorded from the same tetrode ("local" field) and to field recorded from another electrode ("distal" field, Ͼ300 m). Correlation of CA1 pyramidal cell discharge with local field was substantially tighter than with distal fields ( Figure 5A) . Indeed, the mean phase histogram of unit versus distal field was virtually flat. Furthermore, the proportion of CA1 pyramidal cells with significant gamma phase locking decreased more than 3-fold with distance (from 43% local to 13% distal). In fact, the quency of layer II, III entorhinal cortical neurons is increased during theta-associated behaviors (Chrobak and Buzsá ki, 1998), which may contribute to the selecUnit versus Unit Correlations Cross-correlation of units at the population level protively increased gamma current power in the dentate gyrus during theta relative to nontheta epochs. In convided independent support for the observations with gamma oscillations in the time and frequency domain trast to the dentate oscillator, gamma rhythm generation in the CA3-CA1 regions does not require external inputs. analysis of CSD traces and unit-field correlations. Crosscorrelograms between CA3-CA3 interneurons had side
The dentate and CA3-CA1 generators can be coupled under physiological conditions as indicated by (1) peaks at gamma frequency. These side peaks are less prominent in the group average ( Figure 7A, arrows) bephase-locked discharge of putative dentate interneurons to CA1 gamma waves, (2) the weak but significant cause of the varying dominant frequencies in the different recording sessions. The peak of the CA3-CA1 histocorrelation of gamma power in CA1 and GC layers, and (Figure 9 ). We propose that intrahippocampally generated gamma activity results from the interaction of CA3 pyramidal neurons and interneurons and that the coherent coupling of the oscillating cell groups is responsible for the extracellular gamma fields. A critical test of a model is to explain the spike time relationships between participating neurons and the field currents they produce. In our experiments, phasereversed gamma fields and associated source-sink pairs were present in the strata pyramidale and radiatum of both CA3 and CA1 regions. The timing between pyramidal cells and putative basket/chandelier interneurons, however, was different in the two regions, suggesting that the network mechanisms of gamma generation are not identical in CA3 and CA1. In the CA3 region, peak activity of the pyramidal cell population preceded the peak of CA3 interneuron discharges by approximately 2 ms, measured either by unit-unit correlations or by comparing peak discharges relative to the reference gamma cycle in CA1 pyramidal layer. The discharging pyramidal cells and interneurons can therefore provide dendritic excitation and somatic inhibition of pyramidal cells. These events are suggested to give rise to the sink-source pair in strata radiatum and pyramidale. Although we do not have direct measurements of EPSPs and IPSPs, the timing scenario of unit discharges and field potentials observed here is quite similar to that described in the hippocampal slice during carbacholinduced gamma oscillation and in an associated computational model (Fisahn et al., 1998; Traub et al., 2000) . In the slice experiment, the peak EPSC coincided with (Leung, 1979 (Leung, , 1998 Lisman, 1998) , may also contribute to the above suggested highly coherent gamma activity throughout the entire CA1 region. Indeed, interneurons at distal locations were mechanisms. The 0 ms discharge of interneuron pairs observed in the present experiments is in support of highly coupled with each other as well as with both local and distal fields. In contrast to this expectation, a rapid the suggestion that gap junctions may assist gamma oscillations.
decrease in pyramidal cell versus gamma wave coupling with distance was observed. This may be so because Our experiments also revealed functional differences within the CA3 region. The correlation of current power EPSPs may also significantly contribute to the gamma field (Leung, 1979; 1982; Eeckman and Freeman, 1990 
CSD Analysis Histological Procedures
Following completion of the experiments, the rats were deeply anesOne-dimensional CSD maps were calculated in one direction (depth) as the second spatial derivative of the local field potentials (Bragin thetized and perfused through the heart, first with 0.9% saline solution followed by a 10% buffered formalin phosphate solution. The et al., 1995). This approach assumes that the resistivity of the extracellular medium is similar at different depths. Although some resistbrains were sectioned by a Vibroslice at 100 m in the coronal plane. The sections were mounted on slides, Nissl stained, and ivity differences are present in the different hippocampal layers, in practice these are not large enough to significantly modify the spatial coverslipped. The tracks of the tetrodes or silicon probes were 
